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Self publishing is an alternative to the traditional route of publishing which normally requires 

an agent, a publisher, printer, distributor and retailers before the book reaches the reader. Self 

publishing cuts out a lot of that work and with Amazon, the author is complete control of 

how, when and what price the book is published at when it reaches the reader. 

Amazon authors, having written the book, can see it published and available for sale within 

as little as 24 hours.  

Royalty rates are set at up to 70% for digital format and 60% for printed books, compared to 

traditional publishing will is usually around 10-20%. 

Kindle Direct Publishing (KDP) has a global reach, is completely free to sign up and use and 

authors do not pay anything to publish their books and receive those royalties on each sale.  

The KDP website is here: https://kdp.amazon.com/en_US/ 

The dashboard is the starting point and both ebooks and paperbacks are produced from the 

same file to make things easier for authors and to avoid having to duplicate information and 

work for each format. 

If you are publishing a series of books, plan in advance the details you want to include for the 

series – series name, format and spelling of the author name etc., to make it easier. 

Publishing consists of several steps: 

❖ Upload text (finished book, proofed, edited and as good as you make it) 

• This can be in several different formats, eg., MSWord etc and Kindle has its 

own file converter. 

❖ Formatting in ‘Kindle Create’ – choose drop caps, chapter headings etc. 

❖ Launch cover creator or upload own cover design 

❖  Preview the book on an ereader, phone, tablet, laptop etc to see how it appears on 

each device. 

KDP Select 

This is an opt-in choice for authors, for digitial format, which gives exclusivity for 90 days 

with options for your book to be included in deals, free days, countdown discounts (£1 for 

next 10 days etc). These options are designed to promote your book and can be renewed. 

Territories 

While Amazon has a global consumer reach, you can select which countries you wish your 

book to be made available to eg., UK and US only, Europe, Africa etc. if you wish. 

Pricing 

You set your own list price and can change your book pricing at any time. KDP allows you to 

set the price in one country (UK sterling) and automatically calculates pricing for other 

currencies though again, you can change these at any time. 

https://kdp.amazon.com/en_US/


Publish Ebooks. 

Once these steps are complete, press the ‘publish’ button.  

Printed Books 

There is a little more formatting to do for printed books. Print previews will let you check for 

errors in both text and formatting and ‘please check’ pop-ups appear if there is something that 

Kindle picks up. 

Paper options for book pages include white, off-white/cream. There are different options for 

print books include size, margins, matt or glossy covers, etc.  

Costing breakdown is shown eg: £XX. List/retail price - £XX your production costs - £XX 

your royalty etc.  

Proof copies available to you at cost price.  

There is still no commitment at this stage so adjustments can be made. Once satisfied use the 

‘Publish Paperback’ option. 

HELP! 

‘Jumpstart’, Help buttons and guides available online to use, huge amount of content in 

dedicated help centre. 

KDP ‘university’ contains webinars, demonstrations, paperback essentials, tax talk, getting 

started, formatting etc. 

KDP Community – forums for authors to discuss every aspect of the process from accounts 

to reviews, feedback and advice. 

After Publishing  Reporting tools allow you to check sales regularly (daily/hourly), see 

where your book has sold, view pre-orders and payment details. 

Advertising Services for authors now launched on KDP UK website – you can pay for 

advertising and for keyword advertising eg ‘history’ for specific time periods. 

Q: Quality of paperbacks – sometimes arriving damaged/warped etc. 

A: DH keen to find more on these issues and advises authors to contact Amazon either 

directly or via SoA. SoA are collating information from authors to liaise with Kindle on how 

to resolve issues. 

Q: No consistency of contact with Kindle. 

A: Team of advisors working across the globe, impossible to allocate a named contact, all 

processes are the same globally with experienced staff on the service lines, for specific issues 

contact Kindle or SoA. 

Q: Pricing – how to decide. 

A:  Look at peer group pricing, best sellers in your genre, look at charts etc. Can change price 

at any time. 

Q: Author copies – how much? 



A:  Authors buy books at the cost price plus postage. 

Q: Cover creator – easy of use? 

A: Has stock images, various typefaces, forums for advice – generally most people can use 

this well enough. 

Q: Getting noticed – meta-data – tags etc. 

A: Classifications or tags and categories can differ slightly across different 

countries/territories. Select the categories for those territories you want to sell in. Once 

published, this can be updated. Tags – use keywords relevant to your book country, 

historical, romance, vampires, fashion etc. This can also be changed after publishing. 

Amazon as an Author 

Recommendations for books to read are based on personal browsing and purchase history so 

will vary for each reader.  

‘Frequently bought together’ suggestions are based on actual sales. 

Readers can choose schemes including Prime Reading, Kindle Unlimited, KDP Select to 

access and read books. Consider entering these schemes and deals to promote your book.  

 

Reviews – Amazon do try to moderate but prefer not to intervene in reviews if honest but will 

address reviews not complying with guidelines and conditions set out for reviewers. All 

reviews must be genuine, not paid/advertising (blogs etc).  

Product detail page – all info on the book’s page is based on meta-data: 

 Name – description – price – book title – reviews 

Author pages on amazon are worth building up with a little personal information. Look at 

others for suggestions. Use a professional head-shot, keep up to date. 

Outsourcing some tasks may make things easier and contribute to a professionally produced 

and edited book. Cover design, proof-reading, editing, blurb/description writing, advertising 

etc can all be outsourced. (Reedsy, Fivver are highly recommend to find designers/editors) 

Q: Reviews – can these be linked across Kindle globally? 

A: Not currently, reviews are specific to country but this is being addressed. 

Q: Indy publishing – any good for Literary fiction? 

A: Kindle results see it working well for literary works – not so well for highly academic 

texts.  Kindle authors also publish maps, graphic novels, picture books, non-fiction. 

Q: Picture books – how do these work on Kindle? 

A: Can work on a kids tablet – illustrations can be ‘pinch and zoom’. More difficult to format 

but lots being published – also in paperbacks, colouring books for kids and adults work well. 

Q: Can we change the sample percentage?  



A: Usually 10% but if book is v. short, options included to upload images instead and can 

add pics to detail page if preview/sample not working for your book. 

Q: ISBN? 

A: Amazon provide unique identifying reference numbers or you can purchase ISBNs from 

Nielsen and use those if desired. No charge for Amazon numbers or to use your ISBN. 

 

 

 

  

 


